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Less than a year after the election, average polls suggest that Labour continue to poll at about the same level or
worse than the 2015 result. Anthony McDonnell writes that this is worrying for the Left, as previous trends indicate
their poll numbers usually rise significantly relative to the Conservatives’ within months of the Tories taking office. He
argues that if Labour doesn’t widen its lead in the polls now, mobilising new voters alone will not be enough to win
the 2020 general election.
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I recently came across a Conservative Party ad in the Evening Standard stating that you shouldn’t vote for “Corbyn’s
man” in the London Mayoral elections. This made me curious: Labour are only polling a couple of points behind the
Tories, so is the “Corbyn is a vote loser” line actually true, or does this narrative continue to be a fiction created by
centrist and right wing media and politicians to undermine the new Labour leader? To answer this question I
compared his polling numbers to that of his predecessors polling data and see how Labour normally fare nine
months after an election.
Between 1979 and 2010 the Conservative Party won five general elections (where it was the largest party and
formed a government). Drawing on data from Labour’s time in opposition during these periods it is possible to see
how well it has polled since the general election last May. General election results were taken from the BBC and
opinion poll data was obtained from UK Polling Report.
After every election victory between 1979 and 2010 the Conservative poll numbers started to drop significantly
relative to Labour’s within months as is shown in the graph below. The pattern suggests that on average you’d
expect a Conservative government to lose 12.5% of the electorate in its first year, with four of the five governments
facing a reduction in support that is greater than 10% (1987 was the exception and the only year Labour didn’t
change leader).
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Figure 1: Change in Conservative support since last election
Source: UK Polling Report
Nine months after the 2010 election Labour was polling 13% better against the Tories than they’d done in the
election, and had a 6% lead overall. After 1992 they’d improved their polls by 13.5% and in earlier elections the
increase was 8%, 13.5% and 15.5% for 1987, 1983 and 1979 respectively.  In February 2016, nine months after the
election, average polls suggest that Labour continue to poll at about the same level or worse than the 2015 result,
and lower than they were polling just before the election.
Figure 2: Labour Party polling in months after election defeat
Source: UK Polling Report
This should be worrying for Labour supporters, because as well as losing large amounts of support after every
election, during their previous stints in government the Conservatives have also won back large amounts of support
in the two years prior to an election with an average gain of 18.5% against Labour. Even in 1997 when Labour won
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an “historic landslide”, the Conservative won back 16.5% of the electorate in the final two years of the parliament.
Labour’s victory thus seems less based on the election campaign itself, and more on the fact they opened up a
significant lead during the early to middle part of the parliament, a gap that was simply too large for the
Conservatives to close.
Figure 3: Change in Conservative support before an election
Source: UK Polling Report 
During Corbyn’s campaign to lead the Labour party, many of those who opposed Corbyn stated that they did not
think he could win a general election. The counter argument that was put forward by the Corbyn campaign was that
while the new leader might struggle to convince Conservative and Liberal Democrat voters in the way that Blair did,
he can win the election by bringing more people to the polls. In August he argued that he could win the next election
by “expanding the electorate.” Corbyn successfully attracted people into the Labour party for his election, and there
were more people who didn’t vote at all than Conservative voters in 2015, so at a glance this seems like a powerful
argument.
However, on closer inspection several factors make it less persuasive. First of all, a disproportionate amount of the
people who stay at home are in constituencies that the Labour party has already won, with turnout in these seats at
62% against the 69% in Conservative held seats.  Secondly while it might sound like a significant number of people
didn’t vote, at 66.1% turnout in the last election was at its highest for 18 years. Thirdly and most crucially, Labour
were a long way short of a majority in 2015 and to get those votes from an increased turnout would be difficult. The
impact of an additional voter is lower than a converted one. In a Conservative-Labour marginal, Labour will gain the
same amount from convincing 5 former Tories to vote for them as they gain from convincing 10 people who
otherwise have stayed home. This is because with converts they are both taking votes away from the Tories and
increasing their own share.
To estimate what type of turnout would be necessary for a Labour victory, I modelled the 2020 election, and
presumed that all voters who voted in 2015 will vote for the same party in 2020, with the same constituencies (in
reality constituency boundaries might be less favourable for Labour). I then looked at what would happen if some of
the people who stayed at home in 2015 could be convinced to vote for Labour, while the number of votes remained
constant for other parties. I then increased turnout in proportion to the number of people who didn’t vote in each
constituency. In order to get the most seats in Parliament in this scenario, Labour would need to convince 22.5% of
the people who didn’t vote in 2015 to come out and vote from them in 2020. This would mean a turnout of 73.8%,
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the highest level since 1992, and well above the OECD average. To get a majority they’d need convince 35.2% of
stay-at-homes to come out, requiring a 78.1% turnout. This would be the largest in 40 years. Even then, as Cameron
is discovering, with a very small majority it can be difficult to get changes through the House of Commons, and
Corbyn would probably be unlikely to be able to pass most of his radical reforms. To match their 2005 majority of 66
seats, Labour would need to increase turnout to 81.2%, a level not seen since 1951, and have all additional voters
vote for them. It is worth noting that the last two scenarios rely on a greater proportion of non-voters to support
Labour than their current poll numbers.
Given the difficulty winning a general election through increased turnout, Labour’s current inability to gain traction in
the polls and the almost inevitable rise in the polls the Tories will get in the second half of the parliament, it seems
unlikely that Labour will be returned to power, without a major change within the party, or an unrelated collapse in
Conservative support.
While March was not a great month for the Conservative party, with large amounts of infighting around the EU
referendum, an unpopular budget and doctors’ strikes, the last two published opinion polls still gave the
Conservative Party a two point lead. It is also worth nothing that every Tory government analysed here went through
quite intense periods of infighting, with the Prime Minister being forced out in 1990. However with the exception of
1997, all were able to reunify in the run up to next election and retain power, so a collapse in support remains
unlikely without changes in Labour’s popularity too. Furthermore,  Labour would be doing very well to catch up with
their average when in opposition, but the fact that in four out of five of those cases they still went on to lose the
general election would suggest they actually need to do much better than this average if they’re to be returned to
power in 2020.
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